
Woodturning Buyer’s Guide

Woodturning can be an endlessly satisfying and creative pastime; an 
accessible craft for beginners yet with huge scope for development 
and artistic expression. Some turners develop to the stage where they 
even turn professional, such is the scope of this craft.
Record Power are proud to offer probably the fullest range of 
woodturning lathes and accessories available, catering for the 
complete beginner right up to the most demanding of professionals. 
Record’s experience and knowledge in this area is unparalleled. 
Woodturning is at the heart of  the company’s history, after many 
years ago incorporating the respected Coronet Lathe Company, 
Derby, Record Power lathes and accessories stand for high quality 
design and innovation since 1946. This means you can be confident 
in buying quality tools that will last a lifetime and fulfill whatever 
needs you have as your skills and ambitions develop.

There are a bewildering variety of lathes on the market, with all sorts of specifications 
and price points, so choosing a lathe can be a daunting experience. This guide will 
help in the decision making process, simplifying and explaining the essential features  
to consider.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT LATHE
You can accomplish anything as well on a basic model as the top of the range 
machine (with the exception of capacity limitation or some very specialised 
applications) but as you go further up the range you will find the extra power and 
solidity of the larger machines enables projects to be carried out more quickly and 
confidently. Deeper cuts can be taken due to increased power and weight and ease of 
use features such as variable speed control make turning more enjoyable.

FEATURES & RANGE

Firstly consider the kind of turning you think you will be doing. If you will be mainly 
turning spindles, rigidity and capacity between centres will be most important.

If you think you will mainly turn bowls and platters, a swivel head lathe will be very 
useful and capacity between centres will be less important. Extra power will also be 
needed if large bowls are to be turned.

If you fall into both categories, decide on the biggest diameter you will want to turn. 
We cater from 9” to 30” capacities.

APPLICATION

Consider how often you will be using the machine. If you will be an occasional user 
turning mainly spindles or making parts for furniture then a basic model may be all 
that you require and manual speed changes more than adequate. If however, you think 
you will spend a lot of time at the lathe and your skills and projects will grow - you 
may benefit from extra power, extra weight and rigidity and increased functionality 
such as variable speeds to make it easier to use. 

TIME

The construction of the machine will clearly have a major bearing on its longevity, 
accuracy and reliability. Record Power lathes are constructed from cast iron and steel 
throughout the range to ensure maximum performance and rigidity when turning. 
Shown here are the key aspects to consider when purchasing any woodturning lathe.

KEY ASPECTS TO CONSIDER
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LATHE ACCESSORIES

BEDS

The Record range of accessories are available in 3/4” x 16TPI thread, 
1 morse taper as well as 1 1/4” x 8TPI thread, 2 morse taper to suit 
all lathes in the range. When upgrading to lathes with the larger 
thread sizes and morse tapers, adapters are available, ensuring 
continued use of the same accessories. The array of faceplates, 
woodscrew chucks, live centres and long hole boring kits (to name 
but a few) give the woodturner great flexibility in meeting  
their needs.

Lathes need to be as vibration free and rigid as possible so the more 
mass available to minimise vibration and the stronger the bed is 
to provide rigidity - the better. Ideal materials for lathe beds are 
cast iron or steel bars which provide the rigidity required and help 
dampen vibration.
Bed bars are a common European and economical way of 
manufacturing a lathe that allows the use of kinematic faces to 
give very accurate tolerances. The majority of our bed bars are hard 
chromed, which allows friction free movement of both banjo and 
tailstock and are easily maintainable, keeping free from stains and 
polishes with very little effort. The rigidity of this solution provides 
ample support for heavy duty work and is a tried-and-tested 
manufacturing method which has its roots in the Coronet of Derby 
series of lathes.
Cast beds are an alternative design and originate from the largest 
woodturning lathes which are designed for extraordinarily heavy 
duty work, although many smaller machines now feature cast beds 
as this has become a more traditional feature of American machines. 
An advantage of cast beds is that extension can be added to increase 
capacity between centres, an ideal option for those who turn large 
work or want to simply increase the capacity of a smaller machine.
The bed length will define the maximum capacity between centres 
when spindle turning so ensure that you buy a machine with 
adequate capacities for your requirements or the option to add 
extensions at a later date should your requirements change.
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Woodturning Buyer’s Guide

VARIABLE OR MANUAL SPEED CHANGE?

FIXED OR SWIVEL HEAD?

Most turning will be done between 500 and 2000 rpm and the 
majority of manual speed change lathes will offer between 4 and 
6 speed choices within this range via changing a belt on a stepped 
pulley drive. All Record Power lathes (except the DVR-XP) feature 
Poly-V belts, which give increased surface contact and grip, allowing 
torque to be maintained even at the slowest speeds. In reality most 
applications can be addressed with a manual speed lathe and 
changing belts, dependent on the design of your machine, should be 
quick and simple.
However, most serious woodturners now use variable speed lathes. 
Whilst you can achieve most things on a manual change machine, 
having the ability to tweak the speed up or down to exactly what 
feels right with the simple touch of a button or turn of a dial is very 
addictive and most users, once hooked, would not go back if they 
could avoid it.
Record Power offer two main systems for variable speed control – 
the unique intelligent system found within the DVR lathes, which 
constantly monitors feedback from the lathe and applies more or less 
torque to keep the set speed constant as you take heavier or lighter 
cuts and can even stop when sensing a dig-in. The other system is 
widely used in machine tools and industry and uses a three phase 
motor and inverter to convert your single phase supply to drive 
the machine. The three phase motor provides more torque and the 
inverter provides the control to vary speeds. This is a professional 
solution and should not be confused with lower cost options such 
as simple rheostat designs that have limited torque and longevity or 
expanding pulley systems which can suffer from noise, vibration and 
accelerated belt wear.

Profile of Poly-V Belt

The advantage of a swivel head is to increase the capacity of the 
lathe so that you are not restricted to the swing over the bed. The 
head can be swivelled round to allow turning to the side of the 
machine. It can also be useful to provide easier access to hollow 
vessels rather than having to work parallel to the bed. Also, for the 
left handed turner a swivel head lathe is essential in order to avoid 
working directly over the bed, which can be extremely awkward. 
There are no major downsides to a swivel head except you may 
need an additional bowl rest accessory to fully access the maximum 
capacities for bowl turning with the head swivelled.
If you can live within the capacities of the swing over the bed or your 
lathe offers outboard turning from the rear of the head, then you 
may not need a swivel head. By contrast, opting for a lathe with a 
fixed headstock and outboard turning facility means that standard 
right-hand accessories cannot be used, meaning further left-hand 
accessories must be purchased.
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CHUCKS & JAWS

LATHE FITMENTS

Our range of chucks and jaws are one of the most versatile on the 
market. They are suitable for use over the whole range of lathes and 
the huge range of jaws available provide a solution to virtually all 
turning needs. All jaws are interchangeable with both chucks and 
for even greater flexibility, the chucks are available in formats to 
suit all lathes, meaning you need never worry about wasting your 
investment.

A wide range of fitments are available for all Record Power lathes 
to enhance the performance and increase capacities. Bowl rests and 
outriggers allow the capacities of swivel head machines to be fully 
realised and all leg stands have been specially designed to minimise 
vibration whilst providing rock solid support. Bed extensions are also 
available for our cast bed lathes, giving limitless capacities  
between centres.

BUILD QUALITY
Any woodturner knows that the build quality of their lathe is 
important in producing a high level of finish to their work piece. 
Record Power lathes are produced to a high specification across the 
range. All Record Power machines are built from grey iron which 
gives weight and rigidity, this absorbs vibration and allows for work 
to be accurately carried out.

TURNING TOOLS
Chisels are obviously critical tools for the woodturner. Recognising 
this, Record Power produce a comprehensive range of essential 
profiles for all kinds of work. The high speed steel blades and 
ergonomically designed handles make them the obvious choice for 
professionals and novices alike.
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Turning Tool Sets

Behind all Record Power turning tools is over 100 years experience 

in the manufacture of fine edged tools for woodworkers and 

woodturners. The range has evolved through consultation with many 

turners, both professional and amateur, to become a thoroughly 

comprehensive collection of high quality tools.

RPCHS8 Professional Spindle & Bowl Collection
All you really need for spindle and bowl work. The set is supplied in an attractive 
presentation box.

Set contains: 

 CH100 3/4” Roughing Gouge 

 CH200 1/4” Spindle Gouge 

 CH210 3/8” Spindle Gouge 

 CH220 1/2” Spindle Gouge 

 CH320 1” Flat Skew Chisel 

 CH520 3/8” Parting and  

 Beading Tool 

 CH601 1/4” Deep  

 Bowl Gouge 

 CH701 3/4” Domed Scraper

RRP £159.99

RPCHS8 is supplied in  
an attractive  
presentation box.

RPCHS6-SS Starter Collection
This set makes an ideal starter set for those wanting to turn end mounted items such 
as bowls, platters or goblets as well as spindles. It contains all the essential tools to 
get you started. The set is supplied in an attractive presentation box.

Set contains: 

 CH100 3/4” Roughing Gouge 

 CH520 3/8” Parting and  

 Beading Tool 

 CH700 1/2” Domed Scraper 

 CH900 3/4” Oval Skew 

 CH210 3/8” Spindle Gouge  

 CH602 3/8” Deep  

 Bowl Gouge   

RRP £139.99

RPCHS6-SS is supplied in  
an attractive  
presentation box.

RPCHS6 Professional Spindle Collection
A comprehensive set of essential spindle tools, supplied in an attractive  
presentation box.

Set contains: 

 CH100 3/4” Roughing Gouge 

 CH200 1/4” Spindle Gouge 

 CH210 3/8” Spindle Gouge 

 CH220 1/2” Spindle Gouge 

 CH320 1” Flat Skew Chisel 

 CH520 3/8” Parting and  

 Beading Tool

RRP £129.99

RPCHS6 is supplied in  
an attractive  
presentation box.

RPCHSP3 Pen Turning Collection
This set of chisels are ideal for small projects such as pens. Their compactness makes 
delicate and fine work easier. The chisels come in an attractive presentation and 
storage box. 

RRP £39.99

Set contains: 

 3/8” Spindle Gouge 

 1/8” Parting Tool 

 1/2” Oval Skew

RPCHSP3 is supplied in  
an attractive  
presentation box.
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Turning Tools

High Speed Steel Crucial in a good 
quality turning tool as it keeps its edge 
sharper than normal carbon steel by a 
ratio of ten to one.

Handle Length There are 2 sizes - 9” for 
chisels, requiring fine control (e.g Spindle 
Gouges and Skews) and 16” handles for 
smooth sweeping cuts (e.g Bowl Gouges).

Handle Shape The handles are shaped to 
encourage holding near the bottom to give 
the best control. Ergonomically designed in  
consultation with professional turners.

Durable Material The handles are 
made from Beech with an attractive 
Rosewood stain. This close grained 
hardwood gives the necessary weight, 
strength and durability that a good 
quality tool needs.

Strong Ferrules To give superior support 
to the blade in the handle, the walls of 
the brass ferrules are extra thick and the 
ferrule is pinned to the handle rather than 
the less secure crimping method.

These deep “U” shaped blades will rapidly turn down 
square timber to round. Record gouges are ground right 
across the profile to enable the full cutting edge to  
be used.

CH100 3/4” Roughing Gouge £31.99

CH120 1 1/4” Roughing Gouge £49.99

ROUGHING GOUGES

A

B

A B

Mainly profiled for the parting off of workpieces, these 
tools are now commonly used for the turning of beads, 
notches and “V” grooves on all spindle work. Faces are 
ground square to enable true vertical and parting cuts.

PARTING & BEADING

CH500 1/8” Parting & Beading Tool £21.99

CH520 3/8” Parting & Beading Tool £20.99

CH550 One Handed Parting Tool £14.99

A
B

A B

This more recent version of the traditional skew has an 
oval shape rather than the flat back of the standard 
chisel to make it easy to roll the chisel across the 
toolrest, giving a smoother feel to blade control on fine 
work. Many first time woodturners find this easier to 
master than the standard flat backed version.

SKEW CHISELS - OVAL

CH900 3/4” Oval Skew Chisel £21.99

CH910 1” Oval Skew Chisel £29.99

CH920 1 1/4” Oval Skew Chisel £49.99

A

B

C

A B C

Available in three different sizes, spindle gouges are 
designed for producing coves in spindles and general 
purpose work between centres.

SPINDLE GOUGES

CH200 1/4” Spindle Gouge £14.99

CH210 3/8” Spindle Gouge £16.99

CH220 1/2” Spindle Gouge £17.99

A
B

C

A B C

The main use of this tool is the planing of spindles to 
produce a silky smooth finish and skilled use can reduce 
or even eliminate the need for sanding. It can also be 
used for creating beads and valleys on spindles and is a 
versatile essential in any turners armoury. See also Skew 
Chisels - Oval.

SKEW CHISELS - STANDARD

CH300 1/2” Skew Chisel £17.99

CH310 3/4” Skew Chisel £23.99

A

B

A B

These tools are also made from heavy sections of HSS to 
minimise chatter and vibration and are used to clean up 
the insides of bowls, for example removing gouge marks 
in bowls and goblets etc and are used to work from the 
centre outwards.

SCRAPER TOOLS

CH700 1/2” Domed Scraper Chisel £18.99

CH701 3/4” Domed Scraper Chisel £23.99

CH702 1” Domed Scraper Chisel £29.99

A

B

C

A B C

These perfectly balanced bowl gouges are ideal for all 
aspects of bowl and goblet turning whether on the 
internal or external faces of the workpiece. Fitted with 
a 16” handle and 9 1⁄4” blade it is easy to achieve the 
required sweep, even when taking heavy cuts to hollow 
out the centre of a bowl for example. The very solid 
section of HSS minimises chatter and vibration.

DEEP BOWL GOUGES

CH601 1/4” Deep Bowl Gouge £15.99 

CH602 3/8” Deep Bowl Gouge £23.99

CH600 1/2” Deep Bowl Gouge £31.99

A

B

C

A B C

FINGERNAIL PROFILE 
BOWL & SPINDLE GOUGE

CH601C 3/8” Fingernail Profile Gouge £22.99

CH602C 1/2” Fingernail Profile Gouge £32.99

CH604C 5/8” Fingernail Profile Gouge £46.99

A

B

C

A B C

Tangs The handle tangs are long, 
strong and fully inserted in to the 
chisel handles.

Helps increases control and overall ease of use over 
normal bowl gouges. Is possible to use the tip or side of 
the profile for varying cuts.

C

C

DOVETAIL CHISEL
The Nova Series dovetail chisel is designed to create 
a perfect, clean dovetail to exactly match the profile 
of the Nova Series jaws, in order to provide maximum 
holding power on the workpiece.

6008 Dovetail Chisel £29.99
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Chuck Packages

The Nova series chucks and jaws have 
been developed over many years 
to provide ultimate holding power, 
flexibility of use, reliability and value. 
Record Power have unrivalled experience 
and knowledge in the manufacture of 
premium quality woodturning products 
and are proud to offer what we believe 
is the highest quality chucking system 
available. As with all Record Power tools, 
the 5 year guarantee has been applied 
with absolute confidence.

Precision Engineered Geared Action With 
Tufflock™ technology providing precise, hardened 
geared action and delivering exceptionally smooth 
strength. Solid and vibration free.

Fully Sealed Backing Plate The Duracon composite 
is reinforced with glass fibres for long life in tough 
conditions and has self lubricating properties. The 
backing plate fully seals the chuck interior to protect it 
from dust and debris and features 22 indexing points. 
Backing plate featured on the Supernova2 only.

Universal Jaw Fixing System Both chucks feature 
the same jaw fixings that will accept the full range of 
Nova series jaws, providing great flexibility.  
This system is also compatible with the jaws  
of some other manufacturers.

Supernova2 shown fitted with JS50N 50mm jaws.

Dovetail Profile Designed Specifically for Wood 
Unlike many other manufacturer’s dovetail jaws, which 
use a basic engineering profile more suited to holding 
steel, the Nova series are designed to hold wood with 
maximum effectiveness whilst minimising damage.

High Tensile Strength 
The chuck bodies are 
made from precision 
machined K1045 high 
tensile steel, for superior 
strength and performance. 
Polished soft metal finish 
allows for finer tolerances.
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INCLUDES

Safelock™ Woodworm Screw Included Ideal for 
mounting blanks using the chuck, this substantial screw 
has a deep and fine blade, machined right to the end 
of the screw, allowing an easy lead into the wood. The 
depth of blade and core size mean it can handle large 
blanks. The screw features a square shank for positive 
locking in the chuck.

One Handed Operation Both chucks are operated 
using a key, making it much easier to mount work to 
the chuck. (Supernova2 shown).

Supernova2 Professional Scroll Chuck
The Supernova2 chuck is perfect for the 
demanding woodturner, being capable of 
holding large workpieces as well as having 
the precision and compactness to handle 
more delicate work. This package offers 
superb value for money and is suitable for 
virtually any lathe using an appropriate 
insert, which is also included in the package.

JSPIN  
Pin Jaw Set

23079  
Spanner

Insert 
(Except M33 
Direct Thread)

JS50N  
50mm Jaw Set

10006  
Woodworm Screw

13006  
Allen Key

Supplied in handy  
carry case.

Jaw Slides with Safety Auto Stops The copper 
impregnated cast iron slides have extra long life and 
are self lubricating for easy movement and resistance to 
wear. The auto stop safety feature ensures that the jaws 
cannot protrude from the chuck body.

G3 Nova Geared Scroll Chuck Set
The G3 chuck is lighter and more compact 
than the Supernova2, making it suitable for 
use on any lathe, but is perfect for use on 
small to medium sized machines. The more 
compact design reduces load on the spindles 
and bearings and gives good access to 
smaller workpieces.

RRP £129.99

JS25N 25mm 
Jaw Set

6025 Mini  
Step Jaw Set

JS50N 50mm 
Jaw Set

10006  
Woodworm Screw

48203  
Chuck Key

Supplied in handy  
carry case.

Superb value 
package - 

Includes 3 sets 
of jaws and 
woodscrew.

Ideal for 
beginners.

Unique Feature 
Duracon Sealed Back.

Unique Feature 
Captured ball and pinion 
allen key for access  
at an angle.

JSPIN Jaw  
Set Included

Extremely 
Versatile

INCLUDES

48225  3/4” x 16 TPI

48226  1” x 8 TPI 

48229 M33 x 3.5 mm Pitch

RRP £179.99
SN2DEAL-NOINS Includes insert 

SN2DEAL-M33 Direct thread
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Nova Series Chuck Jaws

6000 9” Capacity Ring for use with JS50N £29.99

6001 12” Capacity Ring for use with JS100N £39.99

6002 15” Capacity Ring for use with JS130N £59.99

Expansion Function
The dovetail profile of the jaws provides an excellent 
way to grip workpieces from the inside, for example 
when a visible spigot is not desired on bowls. Deeper 
jaws are suited to other projects, such as pepperpots.

How Chucks Work
All chuck jaws, except some specialist jaws, feature combinations of the general functions shown below. These combinations and their 
capacities make each jaw set suitable for a variety of unique as well as general functions, meaning that each jaw set offers excellent 
value for money and flexibility.

Contraction Function
Another popular method of holding bowls is to grip a 
spigot (or base) from the outside. The jaws also feature 
a dovetail profile for this external gripping function to 
ensure a strong, secure hold on the workpiece. External 
gripping can be used for a variety of projects from bowls 
to large hollow vessels such as vases.

Gripping Function
Some jaws in the range feature teeth on the inner 
walls of the jaws, making them ideal for a variety 
of uses from holding irregular timber such as green 
wood and logs to holding very large and heavy 
workpieces which can be parted off when complete.

6021 Soft Jaws

Supplied with the G3 and Supernova2 chucks to provide 
a quick and easy method to mount uniform bowl blanks 
up to 14” diameter. Provides a secure mounting to form 
the outside of bowls.

10004 & 10006 Woodworm Screws 

These jaws can be easily cut using standard tools to 
create custom jaws to perfectly suit the turner’s needs. 
The characteristics of the nylon mean excellent grip is 
achieved without marking the wood.

A strong and fast mounting method for bowl blanks, 
providing an alternative to the woodworm screw as they 
are suitable for holding larger blanks due to the stronger 
hold provided by multiple screws.

6000, 6001 & 6002 Faceplate Rings

10004 Left Hand Thread Woodworm Screw £14.99

10006 Right Hand Thread Woodworm Screw £14.99 6021 Soft Jaws £15.99

A versatile set designed for re-mounting of bowls to 
remove chuck marks, add decoration or to re-shape 
the bottoms of bowls that have already been turned. 
Standard Cole Jaws are suitable for lathes with 
minimum 12”/300 mm swing diameter and Mini Cole 
Jaws are suitable for lathes with minimum 8”/203 mm 
swing diameter.

JSCOLE Cole Jaw Set & 6006 Mini Cole Jaws

6006 Mini Cole Jaws £49.99

JSCOLE Cole Jaws £69.99

SPECIALIST JAWS TO FIT THE SUPERNOVA2 & G3 CHUCKS

6006

JSCOLE

6000

6001

6002
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JS20N Mini 20 mm (3/4”) Jaws

Ideal for small bowl and small unsupported spigot 
turning work. Perfect for mini/midi lathe work, or for 
work below the size that can be handled by the 50 mm 
jaw set.

20 - 41.5 mm

JS20N Mini 20 mm Jaws £29.99

JS25N 25 mm (1”) Jaws

26 - 46 mm

JS25N 25 mm Jaws £32.99

Square 20 - 10 mm
Spigot 30 - 8 mm

One of our most popular and convenient jaws for small 
bowl and small unsupported spigot turning work. Ideal 
for mini/midi lathe work, or for work below the size that 
can be handled by the 50 mm jaw set.

Square 28 - 9 mm
Spigot 31 - 10 mm

JS50N 50 mm (2”) Jaws

These jaws are standard with the G3 and Supernova2 
chucks. A versatile all round jaw to get you started 
before moving onto more specialised jaws. It is able to 
handle both bowl and spigot projects.

31 - 52 mm

Square 52 - 31 mm
Spigot 64 - 41 mm

JS70N 70 mm (2.75”) Jaws

These extremely versatile jaws are a bigger version of 
the standard 50 mm jaws and are particularly suitable 
for larger work, including hollow forms.

70 - 90 mm

Square 65 - 37 mm
Spigot 77 - 56 mm

JS50N 50 mm Jaws £36.99 JS70N 70 mm Jaws £34.99

47 - 127 mm

Square 97 - 77 mm
Spigot 107 - 28 mm

JS130N 130 mm (5”) Jaws

The big brother to the 100 mm jaw set, designed to 
handle large work up to 750 mm in diameter.  
An ideal jaw for the Supernova2 (the power of this chuck 
matches the big capacity of these jaws).

JS100N 100 mm (4”) Jaws
Designed for expanded dovetail, reverse dovetail and for 
gripping footed bowls, this is one of our most popular 
jaws to mount 12-14” bowls. It can also mount false 
wooden jaws, so customised jaws can be made for  
special purposes.

97 - 118 mm

Square 77 - 56 mm
Spigot 99 - 76 mm

JS100N 100mm Jaw £45.99 JS130N 130mm Jaw £49.99
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Nova Series Chuck Jaws

6019 35 mm (1.35”) Bowl Jaws
The 35 mm bowl jaws fit perfectly into the current jaw 
range, filling the gap between the 25 mm and 50 mm. 
These jaws are perfect for small to medium sizes with 
maximum grip provided by the dovetail.

38 - 59 mm

6014 75 mm (3”) Bowl Jaws
The deep and smooth dovetail walls are three times the 
thickness of conventional jaw types for rugged work 
holding for larger/heavier bowl work. The jaw screws 
go right through the wall section to add more securing 
force where it is needed the most.

81 - 102 mm

Square 34 - 55 mm
Spigot 46.5 - 67.5 mm

6019 35 mm Bowl Jaws £31.99 6014 75 mm Bowl Jaws £54.99

6025 Mini Step Jaws
These multipurpose dual grip jaws are designed to grip 
small to medium sized recesses in expansion, as well as 
smaller spigots in contraction, such as pen blanks.

26 - 47 mm  
& 36 - 57 mm

JS75DT Step Jaws

Great for gripping the base of bowls in the contracting 
mode. Three step sizes provide optimum gripping for 
three base sizes with minimal crush damage to the 
wood. Optimum step sizes: 42 mm (1.65”), 50 mm (2”) 
and 64 mm (2.5”).

77.5 - 97.5 mm

Square 51 - 30, 57 - 36 & 66 - 45 mm
Spigot 62.5 - 41.5, 71.5 - 50.5 & 83.5 - 63.5 mm

6025 Mini Step Jaws £36.99 JS75DT Step Jaws £44.99

JS-SP35 35 mm (1.35”) Spigot Jaws
Specially designed to provide a strong contracting grip 
to unsupported spigot turning applications, e.g. vases 
and goblets. It can handle spigots from 30 mm (13/36”) 
to 50 mm (2”). Also features expanding grip mode.

52 - 72 mm

Square 45 - 25 mm
Spigot 50 - 31 mm

JS-SP45 45 mm (1.8”) Spigot Jaws
Same style as the 35 mm spigot, these jaws provide a 
strong contracting grip to unsupported spigot turning 
applications e.g. vases, goblets. Can handle spigots from 
38 mm (1.5”) to 60 mm (2.38”).

52 - 72 mm

Square 51 - 31 mm
Spigot 61 - 41 mm

JS-SP35 35 mm Spigot Jaw £39.99 JS-SP45 Spigot Jaw £44.99

Square 29 - 8 mm
Spigot 31 - 10 mm

Square 28 - 7 mm
Spigot 31 - 10mm

6026 Mini Spigot Jaws
These jaws act like a pin chuck, expanding into a pre-
bored hole. The longer jaws allow for a strong spigot 
grip for smaller work. A dovetail profile allows for 
expansion into small recesses.

25 - 45 mm

Square 31 - 10 mm
Spigot 30 - 8 mm

JSPIN Pin Jaws
These extended jaws act like a pin chuck, expanding 
into a pre-bored hole. A useful technique for free form 
edge bowls as you don’t have to bore an exact size as 
with other pin jaws. The longer jaws allow for a very 
powerful spigot grip for smaller work. Also features a 
small dovetail.

26 - 46 mm

6026 Mini Spigot Jaw £42.99 JSPIN Pin Jaw £49.99

Square 28 - 7 mm
Spigot 31 - 10 mm
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PJSN Powergrip Jaws

The most powerful jaw available for large spigot/
hollow form turning on the Supernova2, it is also a 
multi purpose jaw for bowl turners and hollow form 
turners. Dovetail sizes fit neatly between the 75 mm 
(3”) and the 130 mm (5”) jaw sets.

95 - 116 mm

Square 76 - 55 mm
Spigot 98 - 77 mm

6017 75 mm (3”) Long Nosed Jaws
A 50 mm (2”) rise above their mounting base means 
a very long reach deep inside of bowls, providing 
tremendous holding power externally and internally 
making this a very versatile jaw. Internally features a 
dovetail grip for holding bowl bases. It is ideal for green 
wood turning.

54 - 73 mm

Square 50 - 29 mm
Spigot 60 - 40 mm

PJSN Powergrip Jaws £49.996017 Long Nosed Jaws £56.99

Fastening spares for Nova chuck and most 
accessory jaws. Contains screws, allen keys 
and grub screws.

NSFK Nova Chuck Spares Kit £12.99

Nova Chuck Spares Kit

NCSC Nova Chuck Spur Centre £15.99

Nova Chuck Spur Centre
A quick mount spur drive that fits in your Nova chuck so 
it does not need removing when spindle turning.

Nova Universal Spanner

23079 Nova Universal Spanner £16.99

Handy multi-functional spanner for use with Nova 
chuck inserts, fastenings on Nova lathes and so on.

Cole Jaw Fastening Kit
Fastening spares for 
cole jaw kit, contains 
8 replacement rubbers 
bumpers and 8 screws.

CJFK Cole Jaw Fastening Kit £14.99

CHUCK INSERTS

CHUCK SPARES & ACCESSORIES

I9NS Chuck Insert 3/4” x 16 TPI UNF (Unified fine, right hand thread) £19.99

IDNS Chuck Insert 1” x 8 TPI (Right hand thread) £19.99
ILNS Chuck Insert 1 1/4” x 8 TPI - For Nova DVR or 1624-44  
 (Unified special, right hand thread) £19.99

ILNS-L Chuck Insert 1 1/4” x 8 TPI (Unified special, left hand thread) £19.99

Wide range of chuck inserts available  
See website for details

www.recordpower.co.uk RRP £19.99
Each Insert

Cole Jaw Buffer Kit
This versatile accessory buffer 
set comprises two different 
designs and will safely and 
securely hold your turned edge 
bowls and large diameter 
cylinders for finishing the 
bottoms. Can be used on both 
the JSCOLE Cole Jaw Set and 
the 6006 Mini Cole Jaws.

6030 Cole Jaw Buffer Kit £24.99

Tailstock Chuck Adaptor
Allows for perfect alignment when remounting 
work to turn the opposite side, making it ideal 
for use when bowl turning.

5016 Tailstock Chuck Adaptor £24.99

Faceplate Bowl Chuck Chuck 
Adaptor

Live 
Centre
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DML305-VS Cast Iron Electronic Variable Speed Midi Lathe

 The DML305-VS features high quality 
full electronic variable speed control. 
This system should  not be confused 
with cheap and simple rheostat versions 
which have poor torque and can cause 
overheating of the motor. The DML305-VS 
uses a three phase motor and inverter 
system, similar to that used in the CL4. 
The high quality inverter converts the 
single phase supply to three phase, 
enabling smooth and stepless control 
through a wide range of speeds. This is an 
industrially proven method and provides 
the low end torque that is so essential to 
the woodturner but is sadly lacking in so 
many poorer quality alternatives.

The bed is made from finely ground cast 
iron for weight and rigidity and fitted with 
cam locking toolrests that clamp easily 
and solidly to the bed with one handed 
operation. The machine has 393 mm  
between centres as standard and an 
optional bed extension can be added to 
increase this capacity.

The swing over the bed is 305 mm and the 
motor is 1/2 hp, providing plenty of power 
for the capacities of these machines. 
The spindle has a 3/4” x 16 TPI thread 
to ensure a wide range of Record Power 
accessories can be fitted

This lathe is extremely well finished with 
polished metal handles, spindle locks with 
indexing and graduated markings on the 
tailstock barrels. Many of these features 
are normally only found on expensive 
professional lathes.

Tool Caddy A handy tool caddy is supplied with 
the DML305-VS.

Features cam lock toolrest and tailstock.

RRP £799.99

MAXIMUM BOWL DIAMETER: 

305 mm (12”) 

MAXIMUM BETWEEN 

CENTRES: 393 mm (15”)

 

MAXIMUM SWING OVER BED: 

305 mm (12”)

SPINDLE SPEEDS:  

400 - 3850 rpm

MOTOR: 1/2 hp

THREAD: 3/4” x 16 TPI

TAPER: 1 Morse Taper

WEIGHT: 39 kg

SIZE: H455 x L1030 x D280 mm

SPECIFICATIONS
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DML305-VS Cast Iron Electronic Variable Speed Midi Lathe

Capacities Large capacities between centres can be 
accommodated with optional bed extensions.

OPTIONAL FITMENTS

DML305/A Adjustable 
Lathe Stand  
Can be set at a height to suit 
the user. 
RRP £119.99

DML305/E Bed Extension  
Adds extra capacity to the 
DML305-VS  
(Tailstock not included). 
RRP £99.99

DML305/L Support Leg 
Support leg for attaching to 
the DML305/A when using the 
DML305/E Bed Extension. 
RRP £79.99

Accuracy The spindle lock features graduated markings 
on the tailstock barrel.

Construction The 
headstock, tailstock and bed 
of the DML305-VS are made 
from cast iron, resulting in a 
very sturdy machine.

Motor 1/2 hp motor give quiet and smooth operation 
and have plenty of power for the capacities of  
this machine.

“The variable speed motor had great control when 
moving from roughing to finer cutting and I have 
to say that I thoroughly enjoyed using this machine. 
This is a high quality product...It has all the features 
anyone starting out in turning, or an accomplished 
turner who needs a transportable lathe, would need.” 
Furniture & Cabinet Making

“I found the variable-speed control to be smooth 
and immediate, and for the size of the motor, gave 
good torque under what I would class as a heavy cut 
for the size of the lathe. I am not easy to please, as I 
always buy the best tools I can lay my hands on, but 
I cannot fault this lathe; I liked everything about it. I 
consider it to be a lot of lathe for the money.”

Woodturning

What They Say...

Variable Speed Unit User-friendly control panel, 
speed change with simple dial.
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MAXIMUM BOWL DIAMETER: 

520mm (20”)

MAXIMUM BETWEEN 

CENTRES: 950mm (37”)

MAXIMUM SWING OVER BED: 

520mm (20”)

SPINDLE SPEEDS: 50 - 3850 rpm

MOTOR: 1.5 hp

THREAD: 1 1/4” x 8TPI

TAPER: 2 Morse Taper

WEIGHT: 209 kg

SIZE: W1640 x D545 x H1270 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

MAXI-1 Heavy Cast Iron Swivel Head Variable Speed Lathe

Swivel Head Packed with features, the heavy duty 
swivel head features a 6 speed pulley change, cam lock 
swivel, safety micro switch and indexing.

Electronic Variable Speed Easy and instant 
speed control is achieved using the premium 
quality European made Schneider inverter, the 
industrial solution to variable speed control.

Heavy Duty Cast Iron Headstock Despite its 
weight, the strongly made headstock is easily swivelled 
using the cam lock lever. The belt tension is controlled 
by a large and easy to move lever. A substantial 
handwheel gives full control of the spindle. There are 
three presets at 0º, 30º and 90º but any angle can be 
selected and locked securely in a thick selector  
plate in the base.

The MAXI-1 has been specially designed 
to offer large capacities and support 
for heavy work in a compact design. 
Combining Record’s traditional swivel 
head functionality with modern 
construction and high quality electronic 
control, this machine is ideal for the 
professional woodturner as well as the 
dedicated enthusiast.

Cast iron features heavily in the 
construction of this machine, including 
the legs, headstock, tailstock and cast 
bed. The power, solidity and value of this 
machine is unrivalled in its class.

RRP £2299.99

MAXI-1 shown with optional MAXI-1/A Outrigger.

 “This machine punches well above its weight and 
performs very well. Having already tested various 
large capacity lathes within the £2,000-£3,500 
bracket, I believe that the Maxi-1 is exemplary in 
terms of the versatility, capacity, solidity, control and 
the power it offers. Go and try one out I guarantee 
that you will not be disappointed. I enjoy using it 
every time I press the button 
and its quiet running is an 
added bonus. I am so glad that 
I had the opportunity to test 
this machine as you get a lot 
for your money without having 
to make any compromises.” 
Woodturning,  
Mark Sanger (Professional Woodturner)

What They Say...
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MAXI-1 Heavy Cast Iron Swivel Head Variable Speed Lathe

Control box can be easily 
mounted at either end of 
the lathe.

20” Bowl 
diameter 
over the bed.

Extra Heavy Duty Spindle The 1 1/4” x 8 TPI spindle 
is ideal for the heaviest work and has a machined 
register for secure mounting.

Tailstock The 2 MT cam lock tailstock gives rock solid 
holding power and the centres are easily removed 
using the supplied tommy bar. The tailstock is hollow to 
enable long hole boring.

Construction Substantial use of cast iron for the bed, 
headstock, tailstock and legs provide the mass and 
damping required for any project within its capacities.

OPTIONAL FITMENTS

MAXI-1/A Outrigger 
Solid cast iron unit helps to expand 
your lathe capacity to turn bowls 
up to 29” in diameter. 
RRP £149.99

CAUTION:  This lathe is extremely 
heavy, fit helpers and lifting gear 
(such as an engine hoist) will 
probably be required for assembly 
and installation.

Toolrest Heavy toolrest and banjo with very positive 
cam lock for easy one handed movement.

Professional Pedigree

Sarah Thirlwell is an award winning woodturner and designer. At the heart of 
Sarah’s workshop is her MAXI-1 Heavy Duty Swivel Head Lathe. The motor power, 
capacities and structural strength means it handles Sarah’s large scale heavy work 
with ease, allowing weighty, irregular blanks to be turned into balance with no 
vibration or loss of torque.
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MAXIMUM BOWL DIAMETER: 

762 mm (30”)

MAXIMUM BETWEEN 

CENTRES: 914 mm (36”)

 

MAXIMUM SWING OVER BED: 

305 mm (12”)

SPINDLE SPEEDS: 425, 625, 925, 

1360 & 2000 rpm

MOTOR: 3/4 hp

THREAD: 3/4 x 16 TPI  

TAPER: 1 Morse Taper

WEIGHT: 86 kg 

SIZE: H386 x W1625  

x D381 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

CL3-CAM Professional 5 Speed Lathe

The CL3 is a tried and tested design and 
has found its place in many professional 
workshops. It features five speeds, a heavy 
head and tailstock and solid steel polished 
chrome bars for weight and rigidity, 
but the real heart of this machine is its 
phosphor bronze bearing. This adjustable 
tapered bearing gives far more support 
than ball races enabling bowls up to 30” 
in diameter to be turned with ease. 
The 3/4 hp motor powers through even 
the most arduous tasks, enabling deeper 
cuts to be made and speeding up some of 
the more laborious tasks such as roughing 
and scraping. This a heavy smooth running 
lathe which enjoys legendary status 
throughout the woodturning world.

RRP £499.99

Shown with optional RPLB24-48 Stand.

Headstock The headstock is now made from cast steel 
for extra strength. The phosphor bronze bearing offers 
long life, unrivalled support and is adjustable to offer 
years of reliable performance.

Capacity 12” bowl capacity over bed, 30” with 
headstock swivelled.

“The introduction of these latest improvements has 
certainly lifted the lathe clear of the competition, 
and I particularly like the fact that you can upgrade 
an existing machine.”

Value

Performance

The Woodworker & Woodturner

“Between centres the CL3 is very good indeed on 
both small and large work ... of course work up to 
12” can be turned over the bed, the bowl-turning 
attachment is worth buying. The CL3 has a five year 
warranty and ... gives you a lot for your money when 
compared to some other lathes, which offer similar 
features for hundreds of pounds more.”
Woodturning

What They Say...
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OPTIONAL FITMENTS

CL3/B Bowl  
Turning Attachment 
Eases the turning of bowls and 
allows larger capacities to be 
achieved. Can be used on a bench 
or stand. Includes CWA180 tubular 
bowl rest. 
RRP £89.99

RPLB24-48 Adjustable 
Lathe Stand  
The RPLB24-48 has been 
specifically designed to add great 
support to your turning. The 
splayed legs and steel construction 
gives rigidity, enabling large 
projects to be undertaken. 
RRP £159.99

Bed Bars The solid steel chromed bed bars add weight, 
rigidity and strength while providing smooth travel for 
head, tail and toolrest banjo.

Tailstock Heavy duty tailstock within a cast iron 
construction gives stability and support to the 
workpiece. It is hollow to enable easy ejection of centres 
and allow for long hole boring and also features easy to 
use cam locks. 

Cam Action Banjo and Tailstock Strong cast banjo 
and tailstock for easy one-handed repositioning.

Massive Capacity With a 36” capacity between 
centres and the ability to turn up to a 30” bowl when 
using the optional CL3/B all your turning needs can be 
catered for. 

CLO/H 17” Tool Rest  
For use when turning long spindles, 
because of its increased length 
the user doesn’t need to move the 
banjo up and down the bed bars 
as often. Please note an additional 
banjo assembly is required to use 
this toolrest. 
RRP £29.99

CLO/J 10” Tool Rest  
Cast iron replacement 10” toolrest. 
For use with all CL-CAM series 

lathes and CL3B bowl rest. 

RRP £19.99

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

RPSO-100 100 ml  
Spindle Oil 
Bonds to the spindle & bearing, 
providing smooth running. 
RRP £12.99

CWA170 3/4” x 16 TPI 
Thread Protector  
RRP £14.99

SPARESCONSUMABLES

VSLK Variable  
Speed Upgrade  
This unit replaces the motor on 
your lathe to upgrade it to a 
1hp machine with electronically 
controlled variable speed, making 
it the same spec as a CL4. 
RRP £529.99

UPGRADES

CLO/C Cam Lock Tool  
Rest Upgrade 
Upgrade your lathe with a 
new cam lock banjo for easy 

adjustment along the bed bars. 

RRP £39.99
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CL4-CAM Professional Electronic Variable Speed Lathe

Most serious and professional 
woodturners have realised the benefits 
of infinitely variable speed control. This 
allows the user to run the lathe at just the 
right speed for the job, with a simple turn 
of a dial. The speed can be varied from  
13 rpm to 4600 rpm*.

Newly upgraded, the electronics and 
inverter are now housed in a dust proof 
metal enclosure certified to IP55 standard. 
This offers even greater levels of protection 
for the advanced control circuits. This 
speed control unit should not be confused 
with cheap and inferior expanding pulley 
systems, which have limited speed ranges, 
often have vibration problems and due 
to the inherent weakness in their design, 
wear belts at a rapid rate. The CL4 uses a 
3 phase motor and inverter to provide the 
power and is a truly professional solution,  
used throughout the machine tool industry.

RRP £899.99

MAXIMUM BOWL DIAMETER: 

762 mm (30”)

MAXIMUM BETWEEN 

CENTRES: 914 mm (36”)

 

MAXIMUM SWING OVER BED: 

305 mm (12”)

SPINDLE SPEEDS:  

13 - 4600 rpm

MOTOR: 1 hp 

THREAD: 3/4 x 16 TPI

TAPER: 1 Morse Taper

WEIGHT: 90 kg 

SIZE: H600 x W1625 x D381 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

“The CL4 is still a beautifully smooth and quiet 
machine to operate and...is hard to beat.” 
The Woodworker

“The variable speed facility proved a dream. The CL4 
handled all of these samples with no problem...again a 
number of projects were undertaken to test the system 
to its full capacity of 760 mm (30”) diameter - so 
different sizes and weights were used. Once again the 
combination of lathe and accessories performed very 
well and the ability to change speeds so easily was a 
real boon...I have been very pleased with the lathe  
and accessories.” 
Woodturning

“This machine is in a class of its own.” 
The Woodturner

What They Say...

Phosphor Bronze Bearing Offers long life, unrivalled support for turning large 
bowls and are adjustable to ensure years of solid, reliable performance.

Bed Bars The solid steel chromed bed bars add weight, 
rigidity and strength while providing smooth travel for 
head, tail and toolrest banjo.

Tailstock Heavy duty tailstock within a cast iron construction gives stability and 
support to the workpiece. It is hollow to enable easy ejection of centres and allow for 
long hole boring and also features easy to use cam locks. 

*Most turning can be achieved safely and effectively 
between 400 and 2000 rpm. The higher speeds are 
only to be used by experienced turners who have had 
adequate training and observe all recommended safety 
and operating procedures.
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Headstock The headstock is now made from cast steel 
for extra strength.

 Variable Speed Unit Newly improved and now more 
efficient. Provides simple, responsive and smooth speed 
change at the turn of a dial. This unit is assembled in 
the UK using components from a high quality German 
supplier. It is the industrial solution to variable  
speed control.

The CL4 is shown with optional 
legstand and bowl rest.

OPTIONAL FITMENTS

CL3/B Bowl  
Turning Attachment 
Eases the turning of bowls and 
allows larger capacities to be 
achieved. Can be used on a bench 
or stand. Includes CWA180 tubular 
bowl rest. 
RRP £89.99

RPLB24-48 Adjustable 
Lathe Stand  
The RPLB24-48 has been 
specifically designed to add great 
support to your turning. The 
splayed legs and steel construction 
gives rigidity, enabling large 
projects to be undertaken. 
RRP £159.99

CLO/H 17” Tool Rest  
For use when turning long spindles, 
because of its increased length 
the user doesn’t need to move the 
banjo up and down the bed bars 
as often. Please note an additional 
banjo assembly is required to use 
this toolrest. 
RRP £29.99

CLO/J 10” Tool Rest  
Cast iron replacement 10” toolrest. 
For use with all CL-CAM series 

lathes and CL3B bowl rest. 

RRP £19.99

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

CLO/C Cam Lock Tool  
Rest Upgrade 
Upgrade your lathe with a 
new cam lock banjo for easy 

adjustment along the bed bars. 

RRP £39.99

UPGRADES

RPSO-100 100 ml  
Spindle Oil 
Bonds to the spindle & bearing, 
providing smooth running. 
RRP £12.99

CWA170 3/4” x 16 TPI 
Thread Protector  
RRP £14.99

SPARESCONSUMABLES
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1624-44 Eight Speed Lathe

The compact yet powerful and highly 
versatile 1624-44 features heavy cast iron 
construction and generous capacities, 
all at a very competitive price for such a 
high level of build quality. Featuring eight 
speeds, this lathe is extremely flexible, 
allowing for large and heavy timbers to 
be turned into balance safely using the 
lowest speeds, while the highest speeds 
are perfect for easy and efficient  
finishing operations.

MAXIMUM BOWL DIAMETER: 

740 mm (30”)

MAXIMUM BETWEEN 

CENTRES: 600 mm (24”) 

 

MAXIMUM SWING OVER BED: 

400 mm (16”)

SPINDLE SPEEDS: 178, 300, 570, 

850, 1200, 1800, 2400 & 3000 rpm

MOTOR: 1.5 hp

THREAD: 1 1/4” x 8 TPI 

TAPER: 2 Morse Taper

WEIGHT: 114 kg

SIZE: W1330 x D450 x H390 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

“...This lathe can cope with the rigours of large work, 
but also provides solidity for small, precise work...
The biggest plus with this lathe is that the increments 
are stepped better than most manual speed-change 
lathes give. When larger work is out of balance, it 
needs lower speeds to minimise vibration and this 
lathe delivers those, with a nice range upward until 
the maximum speed is reached for smaller work...This 
lathe can be used for a huge variety of work and will 
no doubt last for many years. For many turners it is 
likely to be the only lathe needed.” 
Woodturning

What They Say...

RRP £1099.99

Extra Heavy Duty 
Spindle The 1 1/4” x 
8 TPI spindle provides 
more than adequate 
support for large and 
heavy workpieces.

APRIL 2007

Powerful 1.5 hp Motor 
Powerful and quiet 
induction motor has  
plenty of power for all 
your projects.

Swivelling Head 
The headstock can be 
easily positioned and 
locked securely in any 
position using the lever 
located at the front of 
the headstock. Perfect 
realignment is  
effortlessly achieved 
thanks to the precision 
engineered mechanism.

Rock Solid Support 
The innovative optional 
cast iron and steel stand 
has excellent vibration 
dampening properties 
and strength, featuring 
box section legs and ball 
jointed adjustable feet 
with shock absorbers the 
larger angled legs add 
greatly to stability.

Shown with optional 
OR3000 Outrigger 
and 25058 Leg Stand.

OR3000 Outrigger 
RRP £199.99

OPTIONAL FITMENTS - For Nova 1624-44 & DVR Lathes

55195 Bed Extension  
RRP £159.99

25058 Hybrid Leg Stand  
RRP £249.99

Eight Speeds The range of speeds make this lathe 
extremely versatile. Speeds from 178 to 3000rpm are 
provided by the heavy duty step pulley system, featuring 
cam action for quick operation.

25054 Cast Iron Leg Stand  
RRP £379.99

9006 Woodsurfer Tool Rest  
RRP £39.99

TR100/1 100 mm Tool Rest  
RRP £24.99

9007 Bed Extension Hinge  
RRP £159.99
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DVR Technology Explained

How it Works
One by one the magnetic coils in the stator generate an intense magnetic field 
which turns the rotor (of which the spindle is integral) to the specified speed. 
Sensors feed information back to the computer, which automatically adjusts 
operation of the stator to provide optimum torque and constant, accurate speeds. 
This ensures perfect performance and even senses chisel dig-in, in order to stop the 
motor safely.

The DVR motor is a truly 
innovative design, with no 
belts or pulleys to wear out, 
this system provides  
perfectly smooth and energy 
efficient operation.
The motor is computer 
controlled using an 
easy to operate console, 
meaning changes in 
speed are achieved almost 
instantaneously, with no 
need to change belts.

Cross Section of Headstock

Stator

Rotor

Microprocessor

LHB Handwheel Adaptor 
(Included with DVR) RRP £49.99

DVR-XP Intelligent Drive Variable Speed Lathe

The DVR-XP is the world’s first intelligent 
lathe, combining the best features of  
high-end conventional lathes such as 
power, capacity and capability, with 
state of the art technology to make your 
turning safer, more efficient  
and enjoyable.

The DVR XP has the power and 
versatility to cope with all your turning 
requirements, from small pens to large 
diameter bowls. With its unique 2 hp 
Electro Magnetic Boost™ high torque 
motor, exceptional structural strength 
and smart design, it is not only easy to 
convert to larger bowls and outrigger 
work and extend spindle capacity with 
add on beds, but the DVR has the power, 
structural integrity and capacity to handle 
these operations with ease.

RRP £1899.99

MAXIMUM BOWL DIAMETER: 

740 mm (30”)

MAXIMUM BETWEEN 

CENTRES: 600 mm (24”) 

 

MAXIMUM SWING OVER BED: 

400 mm (16”)

SPINDLE SPEEDS:  

100 - 3500 rpm

MOTOR: 2 hp

THREAD: 1 1/4” x 8 TPI  

TAPER: 2 Morse Taper

WEIGHT: 82 kg

SIZE: H390 x W1330 x D450 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

Substantial 1 1/4” x 
8 TPI Spindle Provides 
more than adequate 
support for large,  
heavy workpieces.

“All in all, the Nova DVR is a high-quality lathe which 
is a pleasure to use…Its real advantage compared 
with many other lathes on the market is the motor 
system, which gives so much torque at low revs, and 
a variable speed system that is so easy to use. The 
absence of belts and pulleys gives a smooth firm drive 
making for a better finish off the tool. It’s a quality 
lathe that I would be very happy to have as a main 
lathe in my workshop. If you were thinking of buying 
a Nova DVR, then I would advise buying the outrigger 
to benefit from the full versatility of the lathe.” 
Woodturning

What They Say...

Instant Speed Change 
Speed is easily controlled 
with the user-friendly 
control panel on the 
headstock. Up to five 
speeds can be saved for 
instant access to the most 
commonly used speeds.

Build Quality All 
Nova lathes are built to 
exacting tolerances.

Capacity Massive 29” 
bowl turning capacity 
when using the OR3000 
Outrigger. Handles large 
work pieces with ease.

Shown with optional OR3000 
Outrigger and 25058 Leg Stand.

55518 DVR Wireless Remote 
(DVR-XP only) RRP £79.99

55519 Retro Kit for Wireless Remote 
(DVR-XP only) RRP £69.99

UPGRADES
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MAXI-2 Heavy Cast Iron Variable Speed Lathe with Outboard Facility

The MAXI-2 is a truly classic lathe, 
featuring a fixed head for outboard 
turning. It has been designed to offer 
large capacities and support for heavy 
work in a traditional configuration that 
is familiar to woodturners worldwide. 
Combined with modern construction 
and high quality electronic control, this 
machine is ideal for the professional 
woodturner as well as the  
dedicated enthusiast.

Cast iron features heavily in the 
construction of this machine, including 
the headstock, tailstock and cast bed. The 
splayed legs give further stability, with an 
opposing asymmetrical design to spread 
load and counteract the forces generated 
by this formidable lathe.

RRP £2699.99

MAXIMUM BOWL DIAMETER: 

520 mm (20”)

MAXIMUM BOWL DIAMETER 

OUTBOARD: 720 mm (30”)

MAXIMUM BETWEEN 

CENTRES: 975 mm (38”)

MAXIMUM SWING OVER BED: 

520 mm (20”)

SPINDLE SPEEDS: 50 - 3890 rpm

MOTOR: 2 hp

THREAD: 1 1/4” x 8TPI

 

TAPER: 2 Morse Taper

WEIGHT: 270 kg

SIZE: W1380 x D480 x H1260 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

Extra Heavy Duty Spindle The 1 1/4” x 8 TPI spindle 
is ideal for the heaviest work and has a machined 
register for secure and accurate mounting.

Rock Solid Headstock The cast iron headstock 
features indexing with locking pin. The handwheel 
provides full control of the spindle in normal use and 
can be removed to provide outboard turning on the rear 
of the headstock.

Electronic Variable 
Speed Easy and instant 
speed control is achieved 
using the premium quality 
European made Schneider 
inverter, the industrial 
solution to variable  
speed control.

Control box can easily be 
mounted at either end of 
the lathe. 

“The lathe when working with the large platter 
performed without fault...The mass of this lathe 
allows the MAXI-2 to be effective at dampening 
vibration. Heavy and light refining cuts were made 
with ease. I like the fact there are two positions for 
the speed control, which is good when working near 
the headstock or when hollowing or spindle turning 
near the tailstock. The tailstock and toolrest assembly 
lock firmly and are easy to move to a new position 
when needed...I have found this lathe to be a delight 
to use. It is solidly built and well conceived in how it 
fits together and how it functions. This one is certainly 
solid and capable of a wide variety of work. 
The mass of the MAXI-2 is, in my opinion, excellent 
and really does reinforce the fact that this lathe is 
well worth looking at when considering buying a 
good capacity machine.” 
Woodturning

What They Say...

MAXI-2 shown with optional MAXI-2/A outrigger.
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MAXI-2 Heavy Cast Iron Variable Speed Lathe with Outboard Facility

Tailstock The 2MT cam lock tailstock gives rock solid 
holding power and the centres are easily removed 
using the supplied tommy bar. The tailstock is hollow to 
enable long hole boring.

Easily Accessible Motor To give extra space for 
outboard turning, the motor is located inside the stand 
rather than on the headstock.  Belt tension is easily 
adjusted using the handle on the motor mount.

Construction Substantial use of cast iron for bed, 
headstock, tailstock and legs provide the mass and 
dampening required for any project within its capacities. 

CAUTION:  This lathe is extremely heavy, fit helpers and lifting gear (such as an engine 
hoist) will probably be required for assembly and installation.

OPTIONAL FITMENTS

MAXI-2/A Outrigger 
Solid cast iron unit helps to expand 
your lathe capacity to turn bowls 
up to 29” in diameter. 
RRP £179.99

Outboard Turning Platters up to 30” can be turned 
using the optional MAXI-2/A Outrigger. (Reverse thread 
accessories required).

20” Bowl 
diameter 
over the bed.
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Woodturning Accessories

FACEPLATES
Faceplates are the ideal tool for mounting larger or heavier work, for turning across 
the grain. Record Power offer a range of steel and cast iron faceplates to suit a wide 
range of work sizes. The cast iron faceplates are precision machined on external faces 
to a tolerance of 1/1000th of an inch for each inch of radius. The steel faceplates are 
CNC turned for exceptional accuracy and balance. Some faceplates feature concentric 
circular grooves to aid the centralising of smaller workpieces. 

CWA70	 4” Cast Iron Faceplate - 3/4” x 16TPI, Max Capacity 15”	 £12.99

CWA71	 6” Cast Iron Faceplate - 3/4” x 16TPI, Max Capacity 24”	 £19.99

CWA72	 4” Steel Faceplate - 1 1/4” x 8TPI, Max Capacity 15”	 £14.99

A

B

C

A B C

A

DRIVE CENTRES

B

A

B

CWA80	 4 Prong Drive Centre £12.99

CWA81	 2 Prong Drive Centre £9.99

Four	Prong For ultimate holding power. 
Two	Prong For more delicate work.

Designed to hold wood securely without splitting, these drive centres give superior 
hold. The opposing tooth profiles mean that as they enter the wood, the fibres are 
pushed together rather than apart, holding the timber together.

Opposing tooth pattern 
pulls wood fibres together.

CWA61	 2 1/2” Woodscrew Chuck (3/4” x 16TPI), Max Capacity 12” £19.99

The CWA62 is ideal for more delicate work as its 
smaller diameter gives better access. The standard 
woodscrew can also be replaced in this model.

CWA62 1 1/2” Woodscrew Chuck

CWA62	 1 1/2” Woodscrew Chuck (3/4” x 16TPI), Max Capacity 7 1/2” £14.99

WOODSCREW CHUCKS

Probably the most useful yet overlooked woodturning accessory in the range. Using 
the supplied number 14 woodscrew, you can simply bradawl the centre of the work 
piece then screw onto the timber using the tommy bar provided in the hole located 
around the circumference of the chuck for leverage.

There are two inserts and a drive key inserted into the body of the chuck, the lower 
insert sets the depth of the screw and can be adjusted from the rear of the chuck.  
The upper insert is machined to allow the screw head to locate and lock onto the 
drive key, locking tight with the two pinned key. All this is secured with a grub screw 
in the side of the body of the chuck. Always make sure the upper insert is slightly 
below the running face of the chuck so the timber locates right up to the face for 
maximum grip.

One of the features of this chuck is using the tapered number 14 woodscrew it allows 
you to screw into end grain when doing projects such as goblets, egg cups etc. and 
will solidly lock the workpiece, providing a perfect base to turn from. The chuck also 
features two extra securing holes on the outer edge of the face, allowing the chuck to 
be used as a mini face plate, giving great value for money and flexibility.

CWA61 2 1/2” Woodscrew Chuck

Upper	Insert		
Machined face locates 
screw in position.

Lower	Insert		
Sets exact depth required of screw.

Drive	Key		
Securely locks the screw to the 
lower insert.

LIVE CENTRES
A good quality tailstock live centre is an essential accessory when turning between 
centres. Unlike traditional stationery centres, a live centre rotates with the wood, 
eliminating burning and increasing hold. All Record Power live centres feature 
high quality bearings to give long life and resist pressure during use. The CWA93 
is ideal for the majority of woodturning uses, whilst the CWA100 is more suited to 
demanding professional use.

A

B

C

D

CWA93	 Live Centre - 1 Morse Taper	 £19.99

CWA95	 Heavy Duty Live Centre - No. 2 Morse Taper	 £24.99	

CWA100	 Heavy Duty Live Centre - 1 Morse Taper	 £24.99

5015	 2 Morse Taper Live Centre System	 £59.99
The 2MTLC is supplied as standard with all Nova lathes.

Twin	Bearings	Features 
adjustable twin bearings system 
for increased strength and life.

Sealed	for	Life	Bearings	
These ensure reliable, long 
lasting operation.

A B C D

CWA142	 1/2” Drill Chuck - 1Morse Taper, Max Capacity 13mm	 £24.99

CWA141	 1/2” Drill Chuck - 2 Morse Taper, Max Capacity 13mm	 £19.99

CWA152	 3/4” Drill Chuck - 1 Morse Taper, Max Capacity 20mm	 £29.99

CWA151	 3/4” Drill Chuck - 2 Morse Taper, Max Capacity 20mm	 £29.99	

DRILL CHUCKS
For drilling accurately through the centre of the workpiece on 
the lathe, there is no better option than a drill chuck. Designed 
to hold drill bits, expansive cutters, Forstner bits and other 
hexagonal shaft bits. They can also be used in the headstock 
to hold small work such as pen blanks, thanks to the precision 
made engineering jaws, which ensure a central grip.

Tooth pattern is ideal for 
centrally holding small 
pieces such as pen blanks 
as well as irregular shapes.
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This great value starter pack provides all necessary accessories to help the new 
wood turner get started in this rewarding and satisfying pursuit. While there are a 
bewildering array of items available to aid the wood turner, the four key products 

included in this pack provide an essential selection that will be used over and over for 
the vast majority of projects. 

PACKAGE	RRP	£229.99

RSBG6 6” Bench Grinder
This grinder features adjustable tool rests to provide maximum support. Hold the 
workpiece or tool to the grind stone as it rotates to mould it into the shape required. 
The 40mm wide whitestone is perfect for HSS turning tools and giving a good finish 
to work. 

CWA100 Heavy Duty Revolving Centre
For use with large, heavy timbers. Equipped with twin bearings to resist sideways and 
downward thrust pressures, No.1 morse taper.

CWA61 2 1/2” Woodscrew Chuck
A versatile popular form of chucking, from the most delicate goblets up to 12” wet 
wood bowls. 3/4” x 16TPI

RPCHS6-SS	HSS Turning Tool Starter Set  
This set makes an ideal starter set for those wanting to turn end mounted items such as 
bowls, platters or goblets as well as spindles. It contains all the essential tools to get you 
started. The set is supplied in an attractive presentation box.

CWA-WTSP	Woodturner’s Starter Pack

OTHER WOODTURNING ACCESSORIES

CWA195	 Silicone Spray (Aerosol) 500ml	 £7.99

This aerosol product is a colourless, odourless, non-toxic heat stable 
lubricant, designed to stop the adhering of glues, paints, wood sap, felt 
tip pens, inks, waxes and many other messy substances to metal, wood 
glass, plastic, rubber and most other surfaces.

Anti static properties make it ideal for treating machinery against the 
build up of dust and other foreign matter. Being impervious to water, 
it deposits a protective film onto clothing, carpets, canvas and other 
similar materials, making them rain and shower proof.

LONG HOLE BORING KIT
The perfect tool for making 
long, uniform apertures 
through workpieces on the 
lathe. Ideal for lampstands, 
as the hole bored is 5/16”, to 
accept standard bulb holders.

CWA131	 Long Hole Boring Kit - 1 Morse Taper £29.99

CWA131-2MT	 Long Hole Boring Kit - 2 Morse Taper £39.99

CWA111	 5/16” Shell Auger for Long Hole Boring	 £14.99

10051 Centre Finder and Multifunction Gauge £12.99

10051	Centre Finder and 
Multifunction Gauge

CWA195 Silicone Spray 500ml

The average woodturner and woodworker 
uses many different gauges and measuring 
tools in their workshop. This tool combines 
all the most commonly used gauges into 
one efficient device.

A Range of lathe adaptors to enable continued use of 
woodturning accessories over a variety of thread sizes.

55502	 Thread Adaptor 1-1/4” x 8TPI Female to 1” x 8 TPI Male £14.99

55512	 Thread Adaptor 1-1/4” x 8 TPI Female to 3/4” x 16 TPI Male £14.99

CWA120 Thread Adaptor 3/4” x 16TPI Female to M33 x 3.5mm Male £19.99

CWA121 Thread Adaptor M33 x 3.5mm Female to 3/4” x 16TPI Male £19.99

THREAD ADAPTORS

CWA162	 Morse Taper Adaptor Sleeve (2 MT to 1 MT) £9.99

CWA162 Morse Taper Adaptor Sleeve (2 MT to 1 MT)
Sleeve for using No 1 morse taper 
accessories on a No 2 morse 
taper lathe.

Double ended No 2 morse taper. Can be fitted into the headstock and tailstock to 
check alignment or bring it back to perfect alignment after swivelling the head.

2MTNA	2 Morse Taper Alignment Centre

2MTNA		 2 Morse Taper Alignment Centre	 £19.99
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